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About This Game

5 Different Spaceships to Unlock and Drive

15 Enhancements to customize the performance of your Spaceship

Third and First view

5 Powerful end-level bosses to defeat
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13 long and difficult missions that require all your skill to be completed

5 Different enemies whose only aim is to make you blow

An extra Boss Rush Mode. Only for true hardcore players (don't try this at home)

  In a distant future or in a remote past…
the Universe has been invaded by an interdimensional terrorist group called Bokor. Travelling through the spirals of

Multiverso, Bokor has set up a base on our planet, with the intention of sucking all the vital energy out of it.

Most of the interplanetary races that have tried to defeat it have failed. On the contrary, others have formed an alliance
with Bokor, with the illusion of being rewarded.

The operation “Riding a Wormhole” is the last chance of survival for our Universe: a suicide mission which consists in
entering the solar system, where Bokor’s leader resides, and attacking him with an array of weapons specially designed to

kill him.

chances Of Surviving Are Low.

You are the captain of the “Human Spacial Navy” and you have volunteered for this crazy mission.
Captain! You are the last chance for all the races of this Universe! Are you ready to face the danger and risk your life for

the safety of of your race and all the others? 

Galactic Fighters is a 3D space-shooter arcade bullet hell made up of 13 levels, in which the player has to fight against waves
of enemy spaceships and bosses to prevent the galaxy from being destroyed by those creatures.

During your adventure you will be able to unlock and use several spaceships provided with weapons and unique characteristics.

What is more is that you could also buy many expansions for your spaceships, in order to improve them! Travel through
different worlds, defeat waves of enemies and bosses... and save the galaxy! Or die trying! =D
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Title: Galactic Fighters
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
StarworkGC
Publisher:
StarworkGC
Release Date: 15 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or higher

Processor: Intel Pentium processor T4400 2.2GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI Mobility Radeon HD 4650

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1.5 GB available space

English,French,Italian,Russian
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i use to own this game on my Tablet and this game was also free to download from google play now it is on STEAM and you
have to pay $1.99USD just to play the same exact game that is for free from google play store, but anyway i thought why not it
is on special for 99 cents so might as well buy it and i have to say this game is way more fun to play on a bigger screen and using
a mouse. and also i would like add, it would be awesome if this game was in VR i would definitely buy the VR version of this
game. SCUBA diving on LSD is clearly a bad idea, so it's a good thing that Blortasia gets you all of the benefits without the
mortal danger. I love this experience. Wonderful to see VR explored beyond "shoot the zombie" games.. YES. H3VR meets
Onward.

Not a lot of players atm. (in fact, I haven't played with anyone but myself yet), but when people scream REFUND and BAD
REVIEW the moment they realize that early access actually means EARLY access, no wonder the player base doesn't grow.

H3VR has great weapon interactions, but the developer refuses to implement multiplayer.
Onward has multiplayer, but terrible weapon interactions (guns are glued to your hand, so you can't drop them, take out your
sidearm with the other hand while your rifle is equipped, etc.).

Virtual Warfighter has both multiplayer and realistic weapon interaction. Just like H3VR, you can actually pull the pin of two
grenades and throw them at the same time, or even pick up dead enemies' weapons and dual wield rifles, etc.

If people buy this, and don't just frantically refund it the moment they spot one bug, or can't find a game, this game will grow to
be something awesome.

If you have any questions about the game, you can find me on the unofficial Discord server for the game 
https:\/\/discord.gg\/ztu5d9K. This game is really rough around the edges, all the english is broken and the controlls are really
bad and unchangable, but its fun to build the bridges i guess. Meiner meinung nach ein richtig gutes Spiel, aber keider viel zu
kurz
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The worst game i have ever played
.... plz..... Waste of five dollars. It's sucks.
It just a flight plan that you can do in free flight much better.
Take off here and land there just it not like other missions have a story or something that separate missions from free flight.
Don't waste your money you can buy better things with this money.. Frustrating running text simulator with a really interesting
story that I would love to explore more of.. Sadly the retro feeling could not comfort me over major issues this game has. The
level design is awful, don't get me wrong, it's not graphics or anything, but you feel that by level 2 the devs just sprinkled the
maps with pickups, it feels bored and rash. The super jump ability is useless, if you use it, it will hurt you. Firing weapons while
jumping will fling you uncontrolably through the sky. Every gun is autoaiming. Ammo pool is minimal. It just is not a really
good fps at all.... Amazing modeling tools, texturing is nice too. But we need sizing object, layers and a decent export tools with
texturing.
Keep dooing the good job guys.. most deff worth 15$ i had a blast playing it!. I really enjoyed this game and of the 7 wonders
series, it is my favorite so far. It is highly addictive and really fun to try for the achievements. The only problem I have with it is
that I've gotten them all now and want new ones to shoot for!

10/10. Not worth the price. Hell I got it with season pass and I still feel ripped off.. GOTY 2018 btw
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